Binding site characteristics of 17beta-estradiol imprinted polymers.
The variety of applications utilizing molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) requires synthetic strategies yielding different MIP formats including films, irregular particles, or spheres, along with precise knowledge on the specific material characteristics, such as binding capacity and binding efficiency of these materials. In response to this demand, MIPs are prepared in different formats by variation of the polymerization methodology. It is commonly agreed that micro- and sub-microspheres are particularly advantageous MIP formats, due to their monodispersity and facile synthesis procedures in contrast to conventional imprinted polymers prepared by bulk polymerization. However, the differences in actual rebinding characteristics of different MIP formats based on molecular interactions under a variety of binding/rebinding conditions have not been studied in detail to date. Consequently, the present work details an analytical strategy generically applicable to MIP systems for rebinding studies including equilibrium binding, non-equilibrium binding, and release experiments enabling more profound understanding on the molecular interactions between the imprinted materials and the template molecules. In this study, three MIP formats were considered for the same template molecule, 17beta-estradiol: irregularly shaped particulate polymers prepared by bulk polymerization and grinding, microspheres, and sub-microspheres. The latter two formats were synthesized via precipitation polymerization using different processing strategies. The morphologies and porosities of the resulting imprinted materials were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) analysis, respectively. The obtained results indicate that microspheres prepared by precipitation polymerization provide superior rebinding properties during equilibrium binding in contrast to bulk polymers and sub-microspheres, and that the rebinding properties are different during equilibrium binding versus non-equilibrium binding. The median binding affinity constant determined during non-equilibrium rebinding is higher than the values obtained from equilibrium rebinding. Furthermore, the binding site distribution appears more homogeneous thief derived from non-equilibrium rebinding, as reflected in a heterogeneity index of m=0.725. Moreover, it is hypothesized that the specific interactions between template and monomers are related to the porosity of the imprinted polymers, which implies that the amount of binding sites and the pore sized distribution of the imprinted materials are a critical factor in achieving the desired MIP performance in various analytical applications. The BET results indicate that particles prepared with lower cross-linker-to-template ratio have a reduced surface area. Furthermore, it can be expected that there are less specific binding sites available at particles with reduced surface area and pore volume given similar distribution of the binding sites, as confirmed by the equilibrium binding isotherm studies. The pore size distribution results reveal that control of the pore size in the range of 100-180 A is essential to obtain the desired retention properties and Gaussian peak shape during HPLC analysis of small molecules.